July 2, 1941

Dear Taylor,

Thanks for your letter about the 19th. I fancy I remember that my complicated train from Harpenden used to get in about half-past one. I suppose this is compatible with the afternoon meeting. As for blood-group figures, we could show the distinction of Southern England, Northern England and Scotland, but nor very much more yet, since Scotland, which geographically will bear sub-dividing, is still very weak in numbers, and we have no appreciable additions from Ireland or Wales. I am trying with the material we now have and that of Fraser Roberts from Bristol to divide Southern England in three parts, but I scarcely expect significant differences.

I have received the enclosed from one, W.H. Newton, whom you may know — and I have forgotten. The cages are not properly the property of my Department, having been bought out of the Rockefeller Fund for serology. I do not know whether you think anything could be done which would help him, or whether you would not rather have the what-he-asks cages moved to Cambridge.

Yours sincerely,

Letter from W.H. Newton

(wanting to borrow rabbit cages for storing individual sets of students' chemical apparatus.)